
To use bather in sink: 

Position bather in the sink BEFORE placing a child in the bather. 

1. Place bather in sink facing forward or sideways, depending on sink type. 
2. Shift bather front to back to locate best fit. 
3. Firmly push down on bather to confirm stable fit. 
4. Shift bather side to side and repeat step 3. 
5. To confirm the bather is secure, mimic diagram A or B 
 depending on sink size.

  NOTE: This bather is designed to fit multiple sink shapes and sizes. 
  In some cases, the bather will rest on the rim of the sink, while in 
  other instances the bather will rest on its feet on the sink/counter edge. 

CAUTION: Before using bather, ensure it is properly positioned. If bather 
does not feel stable, do not use it alone in sink, instead use it with infant tub.  
Do not use bather alone directly on bottom of sink or in household tub.

To use bather in infant tub:

BEFORE placing the child in bather, position bather in infant tub, then place 
infant tub in sink or family bathtub. 

1. Open drain plug on infant tub before using to prevent potential 
 tub overflow. 
2. Newborns line up the arrow on the bather with single bar icon on either 
 side of infant tub (see Dia. C). 
3. Infants line up the arrow on the bather with double bar icon on either side 
 of infant tub (see Dia. D). 
4. Partially insert positioning tab into the slot and then lower the bather into 
 position with the second positioning tab being inserted into the second slot. 
5. Inspect positioning tabs to ensure they are securely inserted into slots on left 
 and right sides of infant tub (see Dia. E). 

•  ONLY USE with positioning tabs properly inserted into the tub.

•  ALWAYS keep infant within adult’s reach.

•  Bather IS NOT designed to be used alone in family bathtub. Use only in 
 sink as noted above or with infant tub included.

CAUTION: Before using, check to ensure bather is properly positioned in the 
infant tub by confirming positioning tabs show through the positioning slots.

Diagram A – Single sink

Diagram B – Double sink

Diagram C – Newborn

Diagram D – Infant

Diagram E – Tab insert

Warming Comfort
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Read all instructions carefully before use and keep for future reference. 

The 4-in-1 Warming Comfort Tub features 4 positions for growing baby.



 

 

To use tub in sink:

Place infant tub inside sink so all four feet are firmly on the bottom
of the sink or positioned as shown in diagram F.

CAUTION: Before using, check to ensure product is firmly positioned. 

1.  Shift tub to one side as far as it will go. 
2.  Push down firmly to confirm tub stability in this position. 
3.  Shift tub in opposite direction as far as it will go and repeat step 2.

If tub does not feel secure after this test, do not use in sink.
Use on a flat-level surface instead. 

To create warming cascade in bather:

1. Determine desired water temperature. 
2. Adjust faucet’s water pressure to prevent splashing. 
3. Position water faucet over reservoir: Water will fill the reservoir and then gently cascade down. 

To open the drain:

1. Lift and rotate plug to expose drain hole. 

TO CLEAN:

Wash bather insert and infant tub in warm water using mild liquid soap. Rinse thoroughly with clean water.

WARNINGS: Important: Never place child in tub until you have tested water temperature by touch. Note–Typical 
water temperature for a bathing baby should be between 90˚F and 100˚F (32˚C to 37˚C). Always make sure bather insert 
is securely in place before placing your child in it. Your infant’s buttocks should rest on the raised center of the tub. This will 
help support your child in a semi-upright position. Discontinue use of reclining end once child is able to pull up into a sitting 
position, using upright toddler seat at opposite end instead.

Discontinue use if product becomes damaged, broken, or disassembled.

Diagram F
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 Drowning Hazard: Babies have drowned while using infant bath tubs 
and infant bathtub accessories. 

To prevent drowning: 
 • Stay in arm’s reach of your baby. 
 • Never rely on a toddler or preschooler to help your baby or alert you to trouble. 
  babies have drowned even with other children in or near bath tub. 
 • Babies can drown in as little as 1 inch of water.  Use as little water as possible
  to bather your baby. 
 • Use in empty adult tub or sink. 
 • Keep drain open and adult tub or sink. 

Never allow other children to substitute for adult supervision.

Discontinue use of bather when child can sit up unassisted. 

Fall Hazard: Babies have suffered head injuries falling from infant bath tubs.

To prevent falls:
 • Place tub only on level surface in sink or adult tub.
 • Never lift or carry baby in tub or bather.

WARNING


